The Day of Friday

The Messenger of Allāh ﷺ said: “The best day on which the sun has risen is Friday.”

[Ṣaḥīḥ Muslim (854)]

The Messenger of Allāh ﷺ said: “Whoever performs a Ghusl thoroughly on Friday, proceeds [to the Masjid] early, comes close [to the Imām], listens closely and remains silent, for every step he takes, he will have the reward of fasting and standing [in prayer] for one year.”

[Jāmi’ at-Tirmidhī (496)]

The Messenger of Allāh ﷺ said: “The five daily [prescribed] prayers, Friday [prayer] to the next Friday [prayer], and the fasting of Ramaḍān to the next Ramaḍān, is an expiation of the sins committed in between them, as long as the major sins are avoided.”

[Ṣaḥīḥ Muslim (233)]

Sunan of the Day of Friday

Conveying salutations upon the Messenger ﷺ

Performing Ghusl

Wearing your best/clean clothes

Applying oil/perfume for men

Using a Miswāk

Going to the Masjid early

Reciting Sūrah al-Kahf (18)

Seeking the hour when Du’ā is accepted